Thinking Ahead [Details]

HAIR + MAKE-UP

It’s never too early to start planning for the events of
your wedding day. We are here to help in any way we
can, from choosing which session you want to the best
time of day to get married or how imposing you want
us to be during the ceremony or reception. Those are
just a few reasons we like to start covering the details of
your wedding during the same meeting as your
engagement.

We believe all of our clients deserve to feel as beautiful
outside as their personality reflects. Being a once in a
lifetime event, we want to tend to every detail of your
engagement and wedding photographic experience.

Location [When+Where]
Location and time of day can change a lot about how
to approach photographing an event. It can also have
an impact on the potential quality of your images.

We have a fabulous sister duo offering professional hair
+ make-up services to our clients for a screamin’ deal
of only $60 per person. Both are certified in their
respective field. Jillian and Anica have worked with
many clients, seniors, brides, and the models for
JUNIEblake and offer a fresh, customized approach to
this portion of your experience. This opportunity does
require a two week’s notice for scheduling, so plan
ahead.

Questions to Consider
Have you considered doing a separate bride + groom session on a separate day (before or after the wedding) for the
most optimal bride and groom shots?
If outside, have you considered direction of sunlight and sunset times to achieve the best lighting conditions for your
pictures?
How illuminated will your wedding and/or reception be?
Are strategically placed remote off camera light stands/flashes going to diminish your experience?

How aggressive do you want your photographer to be to get the appropriate images and capture those special
moments?
Have you created a list of specific moments or people to capture? What combinations of people do you want
photographed? Have you made a list?
Have you thought about assigning a specific person in the bridal party to be the coordinator who will identify certain
persons to photograph during the wedding events?
What importance do you place on photos of the setting and details of your wedding/reception (ie: shoes, table
setting, decorations)?
Will you want to photograph the bride, groom and bridal party preparing on the wedding day?
Do you plan on displaying prints of your engagement images at your wedding?
Will you need your photographer to travel to any of your event locations?
If being sealed in the temple, have you considered the time of day you will be exiting and what the sunlight and
weather will be doing?
Have you thought about how to dress up your venue for high impact in your photographs?
Do you need help printing photos to include with your invitations or announcements?
Do you want help designing custom announcements or invitations?
What theme or style will be reflected in your wardrobe, setting and decorations of your wedding? How can we
amplify that theme for you?
Have you thought about asking guests to have a device free ceremony? (Allowing them not only to fully engage in
the ceremony, but freeing up the professional photographer’s images of device clutter and lcd screens).

If you are having a rehearsal and/or rehearsal dinner, have you considered inviting the photographer and other
vendors to allow them a greater knowledge of what will take place the day of?
Will you need to obtain any permits or passes for the locations that will be part of your wedding events for your
vendors, including your photographer?
In the case of adverse weather, do you have an alternative plan?

